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CORNISH PURE VOWELS AFTER THE PROSODIC SHIFT 
 

A-TYPE VOWELS 
 
Long a-type vowels are reduced as a consequence of the Prosodic Shift in 
syllables that do not carry primary stress. But the point of articulation is always 
maintained. 
 
BACK A-TYPE VOWELS (only tonic or pre-tonic) 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [ɒ:]  brâs 
Short [ɒ] brâster 
 
Pre-tonic 
Short [ɒ] auctoryta, brâsterow 
 
FRONT A-TYPE VOWELS 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [æ:]  cath 
Short [æ] clap, hacter 
 
Tonic (secondary stress) 
Short [æ] scafcarr 
 
Pre-tonic 
Short [æ] arnowyth 
Short reduced [ə] adro 
 
Post-tonic 
Short [æ] daromdak 
Short reduced [ə] marhak 
 

UNROUNDED E-TYPE VOWELS 
 
Long unrounded e-type vowels are reduced as a consequence of the Prosodic 
Shift in syllables that do not carry primary stress. When the point of articulation 
remains unchanged we may conveniently say they are ‘clipped’. When the 
reduction is greater, so that the point of articulation changes, we may say they 
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are ‘shortened’. Clipping occurs before another vowel, in syllables with 
secondary stress, and in unstressed pre-tonic syllables. Otherwise in unstressed 
syllables long unrounded e-type vowels are shortened. 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [e:]  pel, mailya 
Long before <r> [e:] > [ə:] ger, chairys 
Clipped [e] eos 
Short [ɛ] pell, pellder 
Short before <r> [ɛ] > [ə] berr, kerens 
 
Tonic (secondary stress) 
Clipped [e] ebost 
Clipped before <r> [e] > [ə] perlan 
Short [ɛ] cudhlen 
 
Pre-tonic 
Clipped [e] êtegves 
Clipped before <r> [e] > [ə] êresow 
Short [ɛ] abecedary 
Short reduced [ɛ] > [ə] erbysy, esedha 
 
Post-tonic 
Short [ɛ] hewel 
Short before <r> [ɛ] > [ə] unver 
Short reduced [ə] Kernowek, yller 
 
ROUNDED E-TYPE VOWELS (only tonic and pre-tonic) 
 
Long rounded e-type vowels are reduced as a consequence of the Prosodic Shift 
in syllables that do not carry primary stress. When the point of articulation 
remains unchanged we may conveniently say they are ‘clipped’. When the 
reduction is greater, so that the point of articulation changes, we may say they 
are ‘shortened’. Clipping occurs in syllables with secondary stress. Otherwise in 
unstressed syllables long rounded e-type vowels are shortened. 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [ø:] heudh 
Short [œ] heuthter 
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Tonic (secondary stress) 
Clipped [ø] liesleur 
 
Pre-tonic 
Short [ø] euryador 
 

I-TYPE VOWELS 
 
Long i-type vowels are reduced as a consequence of the Prosodic Shift in 
syllables that do not carry primary stress. When the point of articulation remains 
unchanged we may conveniently say they are ‘clipped’. When the reduction is 
greater, so that the point of articulation changes, we may say they are 
‘shortened’. Clipping occurs before another vowel, in syllables with secondary 
stress, and in unstressed pre-tonic syllables. Otherwise in unstressed syllables 
long i-type vowels are shortened. 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [i:]  mis, mîsyow 
Long before <r> [i:] > [ɨ:] tir 
Clipped [i] lies 
Short [ɪ] yll, yllyn 
Short before <r> [ɪ] > [ɨ] syra 
 
Tonic (secondary stress) 
Clipped [i] mildir 
Clipped before <r> [i] > [ɨ] randir 
Short [ɪ] owrlyn 
 
Pre-tonic 
Clipped [i] lînednow 
Clipped before <r> [i] > [ɨ] tirethieth 
Short [ɨ] or [ə] inwedh, yma 
 
Post-tonic 
Short [ɪ] epyk 
Short reduced [ɨ] arbednyk 
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O-TYPE VOWELS 
 
O-TYPE VOWELS 
 
Long o-type vowels are reduced as a consequence of the Prosodic Shift in 
syllables that do not carry primary stress. When the point of articulation remains 
unchanged we may conveniently say they are ‘clipped’. When the reduction is 
greater, so that the point of articulation changes, we may say they are 
‘shortened’. Clipping occurs before another vowel, in syllables with secondary 
stress, and in unstressed pre-tonic syllables. Otherwise in unstressed syllables 
long o-type vowels are shortened. 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [o:] don, dôtys 
Clipped [o] gôy  
Short [ɔ] toll, todnow 
Short before <r> [ɔ] > [ə] torr 
 
Tonic (secondary stress) 
Clipped [o] tirnos 
Short [ɔ] minfron 
Short before <r> [ɔ] > [ə] fâls-torr 
 
Pre-tonic 
Clipped [o] kîlomêter 
Short [ɔ] brodnlen 
Short before <r> [ɔ] > [ə] pòr 
 
Post-tonic 
Short [ɔ] hewol 
Short before <r> [ɔ] > [ə] hedorr 
Short reduced [ə] golok, pebor 
 

U-TYPE VOWELS 
 
BACK U-TYPE VOWELS 
 
Long back u-type vowels are reduced as a consequence of the Prosodic Shift in 
syllables that do not carry primary stress. When the point of articulation remains 
unchanged we may conveniently say they are ‘clipped’. When the reduction is 
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greater, so that the point of articulation changes, we may say they are 
‘shortened’. Clipping occurs before another vowel, in syllables with secondary 
stress, and in unstressed pre-tonic syllables. Otherwise in unstressed syllables 
long back u-type vowels are shortened. 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [u:] or [ju:]  boosty, toul, ûsya 
Long before <r> [u:] or [ju:] > [ʉ:] or [jʉ:] tour 
Clipped [u] perpetùal 
Short [ʊ] clùb, sùbmen 
 
Tonic (secondary stress) 
Clipped [u] or [ju] greunvoos 
Clipped before <r> [u] or [ju] > [ʉ] or [jʉ] cleghtour 
Short [ʊ] pùptra 
 
Pre-tonic 
Clipped [u] or [ju] dûalyth 
Clipped before <r> [u] or [ju] > [ʉ] or [jʉ] plûralieth 
Short [ʊ] boostiow, ûsadow 
Short before <r> [ʊ] > [ʉ] tourygow 
 
Post-tonic 
Long [u:] or [ju:] Trûrû 
Clipped [u] or [ju] ascûs 
Clipped before <r> [u] or [ju] > [ʉ] or [jʉ] ùnpûr 
Short [ʉ] precyùs, chambour 
 
FRONT U-TYPE VOWELS 
 
Long front u-type vowels are reduced as a consequence of the Prosodic Shift in 
syllables that do not carry primary stress. When the point of articulation remains 
unchanged we may conveniently say they are ‘clipped’. When the reduction is 
greater, so that the point of articulation changes, we may say they are 
‘shortened’. Clipping occurs before another vowel, and in syllables with 
secondary stress. Otherwise in unstressed syllables long front u-type vowels are 
shortened. 
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Front u-type vowels are pronounced as i-type vowels by many, but there are 
pragmatically determined exceptions that are accepted by most in order to 
avoid homonyms. 
 
Tonic (single or primary stress) 
Long [y:]   cul 
Short [ʏ] cruel, furneth 
 
Tonic (secondary stress) 
Clipped [y] surhe, cowlwul 
 
Pre-tonic 
Clipped [y] truedhek 
Short [ʏ] furvuster 
 
Post-tonic 
Short [ʏ] ancombrus 
 


